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ABSTRACTS 
Thursday, 17th of September 

Session 1 

Session 1, Thursday, 17th of September 2:00 pm UTC 

Decomposing loss aversion from gaze allocation and pupil dilation 
Feng Sheng (with Arjun Ramakrishnan, Darsol Seok, Wenjia Joyce Zhao, Samuel Thelaus, Puti Cen, & Michael                
Louis Platt) 
Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 

Loss-averse decisions, in which one avoids losses at the expense of gains, are highly prevalent. However, the                 
underlying mechanisms remain controversial. The prevailing account highlights a valuation bias that overweighs             
losses relative to gains, but an alternative view stresses a response bias to avoid choices involving potential                 
losses. Here we couple a computational process model with eye-tracking and pupillometry to develop a               
physiologically grounded framework for the decision process leading to accepting or rejecting gambles with              
equal odds of winning and losing money. Overall, loss-averse decisions were accompanied by preferential gaze               
toward losses and increased pupil dilation for accepting gambles. Using our model, we found gaze allocation                
selectively indexed valuation bias, and pupil dilation selectively indexed response bias. Finally, we demonstrate              
that our computational model and physiological biomarkers can identify distinct types of loss-averse decision              
makers who would otherwise be indistinguishable using conventional approaches. Our study provides an             
integrative framework for the cognitive processes that drive loss-averse decisions and highlights the biological              
heterogeneity of loss aversion across individuals. 

 

Session 1, Thursday, 17th of September 2:25 pm UTC 

Arousal modulates dynamic decision parameters of attention in risky choice 
Abdelaziz Alsharawy (with Xiaomeng Zhang, Sheryl Ball, & Alec Smith) 
Virginia Tech 

We investigated the physiological and information processing mechanisms underlying the effect of incentives on              
risk aversion. We acquire physiological and gaze fixation data in conjunction with large changes in monetary                
incentives to study the neurocomputational mechanisms underlying the effect of increased incentives on risk              
aversion. We develop an arousal-modulated Attentional Drift Diffusion model (aADDM) of the interaction of              
arousal and attention during evidence accumulation. Increased risk aversion under high real stakes was              
associated with changes in tonic arousal levels and in attention. High and low attributes for available options                 
were attended differently during both non-decision time (NDT: passive exposure phase) and decision-time (DT).              
We estimate an attribute-based aADDM using our behavioral, eye-tracking, and physiological data. NDT and              
DT gaze amplified the value difference for high attributes only (multiplicative gaze bias). Trial-to-trial variation               
in arousal modulated this bias for NDT gaze. In other words, the high attributes’ value difference is discounted                  
steeply when attending to lower attributes, with heightened arousal further amplifying this process. No such               
effect was found for low attributes. Additionally, trial-to-trial increases in arousal strengthened DT additive gaze               
bias for low attributes and weakened it for high ones. Our results demonstrate the value of integrating                 
physiological and attention measures for understanding the decision process. 

 



 

Session 1, Thursday 17th of September 2:55 pm UTC 

Through the Window of My Mind: Mapping Information Integration and the Cognitive 
Representations Underlying Self-Reported Risk Preference 
Markus Steiner (with Florian I. Seitz, & Renato Frey) 
University of Basel 

A person's risk preference may determine significant life outcomes. People are thus routinely asked to report                
their risk preferences in various contexts. Yet, still little is known concerning the cognitive underpinnings of this                 
judgment-formation process. We ran two studies implementing the process-tracing method of aspect listing to              
investigate the information-integration processes underlying people's self-reports and to examine people's           
cognitive representations of their risk preferences. We found that interindividual differences in self-reported risk              
preferences can be modeled well based on the listed aspects' properties of evidence. Specifically, to render                
self-reports people appear to integrate the strength of evidence of multiple aspects sampled from memory. These                
aspects – that is, people's cognitive representation of their risk preferences – mostly referred to the magnitudes of                  
outcomes, and in line with a risk–return perspective, often explicitly mentioned trade-offs between positive and               
negative outcomes. Crucially, within participants the strength of evidence of the listed aspects remained highly               
stable across the two studies, and changes therein were closely related to changes in self-reported risk preference.                 
In sum, our findings provide insights concerning how people render self-reports of their risk preferences, suggest                
an explanation for the well-documented temporal stability thereof, and thus corroborate the internal validity of               
this measurement approach. 

 

Session 1, Thursday 17th of September 3:20 pm UTC 

Eye fixations during strategic choice reveal bidirectional preference accumulation 
Russell Golman (with Lisheng He, & Sudeep Bhatia) 
Carnegie Mellon University 

Behavioral game theory models that specify the cognitive processes involved in strategic decision making make               
predictions about the dynamics of attention during deliberation as well as about the eventual choice. Specifically,                
the dual accumulator model (Golman et al., 2020) predicts that decision makers are more likely to sample and                  
attend to strategies that have accumulated greater advantage thus far in the deliberation, whereas the level-k                
reasoning model (Nagel, 1995; Costa-Gomes & Crawford, 2006) predicts that decision makers sequentially             
attend to successive best responses to a uniformly mixed strategy. We use eye-tracking data from two existing                 
studies of one-shot, 2x2 normal-form games (Stewart et al., 2016; Zonca et al., 2019) to fit a general model of                    
the attentional process during deliberation. We find that accumulated payoff does indeed predict subsequent              
attention to a strategy, as the dual accumulator model predicts. We also find a bias for attending to one’s own                    
payoffs relative to the other player’s payoffs, consistent with level-1 reasoning, and that decision makers are                
more likely to attend to payoffs achieved when the other player chooses his level-1 strategy, consistent with                 
level-2 reasoning. This eye-tracking data, along with the traditional choice data, provides convergent evidence              
that some people employ level-k reasoning to make strategic choices while others develop a preference through                
sequential sampling and evidence accumulation. 

  



 

Thursday, 17th of September 

Session 2 

Session 2, Thursday 17th of September 5:05 pm UTC 

A dynamic computational model of gaze and choice in multi-attribute decisions 
Xiaozhi Yang (with Ian Krajbich) 
The Ohio State University 

When making decisions, how people allocate their attention influences their choices. One empirical finding is               
that people are more likely to choose the option that they have looked at more. This relation has been formalized                    
with the attentional drift-diffusion model (aDDM; Krajbich et al., 2010). However, options often have multiple               
attributes. Attention is also thought to govern the relative weighting of those attributes (Roe et al., 2001).                 
However, little is known about how these two distinct features of the choice process interact; we still lack a                   
model (and tests of that model) that incorporate both option- and attribute-wise attention. Here, we propose a                 
multi-attribute attentional drift-diffusion model to account for attentional discount factors on both options and              
attributes. We then use five eye-tracking datasets from different choice domains to test the model.We find very                 
stable option-level and attribute-level attentional discount factors across datasets, though non-fixated options are             
consistently discounted more than non-fixated attributes. Additionally, we find that people generally discount             
the non-fixated attribute of the non-fixated option in a multiplicative way, and so that feature is consistently                 
discounted the most. Finally, we also find that gaze allocation reflects attribute weights, with more gaze to                 
higher-weighted attributes. In summary, our work uncovers an intricate interplay between attribute weights,             
gaze processes, and preferential choice. 

 

Session 2, Thursday 17th of September 5:30 pm UTC 

Differentiating between option-wise and attribute-wise representation in multi-attribute decision         
making under a generative modeling framework 
Qingfang Liu (with Brandon M. Turner) 
The Ohio State University 

It has been long debated whether people make multi-attribute choices by comparing different values within each                
attribute, or by integrating values within each option. Previous studies have suggested that eye fixation patterns                
provide useful insights into this debate, but they fail to explain how certain eye fixation patterns are generated                  
and result in behavioral outcomes. To explicate the relation between choice options, eye fixation patterns and                
choice outcomes, we constructed a generative model that consists of cognitive components of how people search                
attribute information, represent attribute values based on the searched information, and how preference is              
formed. Hence, the model simultaneously accounts for data of choice, response time and eye fixation sequence.                
We found that model simulations based on the option-wise representation, instead of the attribute-wise              
representation, successfully captured a variety of key summary patterns from two publicly available datasets on               
intertemporal choice and risky choice. We also examined whether or not the hypothesized mechanisms can be                
inferred from experimental data. Our parameter recovery study suggested that the model parameters can be               
recovered using likelihood approximation techniques. We are currently fitting the models to experimental data.              
Together, the simulation result from the generative model supports the option-wise representation, not the              
attribute-wise representation. 

 

Session 2, Thursday 17th of September 6:00 pm UTC 

Loan officers’ decision strategies: an exploratory eye-tracking study 
Lucrezia Fattobene (with M. Boksem, L. Fattobene, F.G.H. Hartmann, & A. Sluga) 
LUM Jean Monnet 



 

Loan officers’ screening of potential borrowers and the assessment of their creditworthiness is crucial in the bank                 
lending activity. Existing research in judgment and decision-making demonstrates that to infer values on some               
criterion of interest, people sometimes rely on information-intensive strategies that attempt to integrate all              
available information and other times use information-frugal strategies that ignore some of the information, and               
that the latter may be more common among expert decision makers. In the present research we combine                 
Bayesian latent-mixture modeling and analysis of eye-tracking data to explore the decision strategies and              
associated attention allocation mechanisms of 42 professional loan officers. In contrast to comparable studies in               
other decision domains, our modeling results suggest that the majority of loan officers used a compensatory                
strategy, with the information-intensive Weighted Additive strategy providing the best fit for the majority of               
subjects. The analysis of eye-tracking data provided corroboration to the modeling results and also revealed that                
visual search was mostly based on the position of the information rather than its importance. These results                 
contribute to the topic of experts’ decision strategies and highlight promising avenues for future research and the                 
design of decision support systems. 

 

Session 2, Thursday 17th of September 6:25 pm UTC 

Decision-making in high-dimensional context via a process of cascading episodic sampling 
(CASES) 
Achiel Fenneman (with Alan G. Sanfey) 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Whether the stakes are trivial or life-defining, daily life is filled with decisions in high-dimensional contexts                
(HDDCs). Their inherent richness, sparseness, uniqueness and the large/nebulous actions spaces preclude the use              
of a statistics-based decision process, instead forcing us to rely on our store of episodic memories. Since our                  
episodic memory contains a vast number of individual episodes, this leads us to the non-trivial question of which                  
memories we select to influence our decision process. Here we review existing models of memory-based               
decision-making (MB-DM) and argue that their top-down evaluative nature makes them ill-equipped to handle              
HDDCs in a computationally realistic manner. We integrate recent findings from (cognitive) neuroscience to              
propose an alternative and neurologically plausible bottom-up model of memory selection. Based on the              
functional organization of the medial temporal lobe, this model of cascading episodic sampling (CASES)              
proposes that the reinstatement of any one memory increases the probability to reinstate additional (and               
potentially not directly related) overlapping memories. The evidence provided by these memories is integrated              
over time until a critical threshold has been reached in favor of any one action. This model captures and extends                    
previous models of MB-DM and simulation results indicate that this model is faster for large memory sizes. The                  
review concludes by discussing implications for future research on the topic of MB-DM. 

 

  



 

Thursday, 1st of October 

Session 3 

Session 3, Thursday, 1st of October 2:00 pm UTC 

Attention to luck versus effort information underlies self-serving biases in allocation decisions 
Dianna Amasino (with Davide Pace, & Joël van der Weele) 
University of Amsterdam 

Ideas about how to fairly divide joint earnings vary widely from equal splits to dividing based on effort to                   
incorporating random luck. Prior research has found self-serving biases in choosing the fairness criteria for               
division (e.g., Konow, 2000). Here, we investigate attention as a mechanism underlying this bias. We explore                
whether a random advantage in pay rate (high or low) influences information search patterns to effort vs. luck                  
information and whether such variation in attention impacts allocation decisions. Participants (N=200)            
completed tasks to produce a surplus. Then, they could reveal their own and a paired recipient’s effort and                  
monetary contributions (effort x luck) in MouseLabWEB before dividing the surplus. Participants with high pay               
kept significantly more of the surplus than those with low pay. Furthermore, the attention data reveals that                 
participants in different conditions increasingly sought out diverging information, with more time spent on              
monetary contribution by high-pay participants and effort by low-pay participants. Finally, differences in             
attention also impact divisions such that longer dwell time on effort versus monetary contribution decreases the                
amount kept by high-pay participants but increases the amount kept by low-pay participants. Therefore, not only                
do participants look more at advantageous information, but this difference in attention impacts subsequent              
allocation decisions and may help justify self-serving conceptions of fairness. 

 

Session 3, Thursday, 1st of October 2:25 pm UTC 

Predispositions and Attribute Latencies both Contribute to Preferences in Social Decision           
Making 
Fadong Chen (with Zhi Zhu, Qiang Shen, Ian Krajbich, & Todd Hare) 
Zhejiang University  

Theories and computational models of social decision making usually focus on how strongly different attributes               
are weighted in decision making. Here, we investigate how a priori bias and the temporal dynamics of choice                  
processes influence social decision making and explain individual differences in the effects of time pressure and                
delay. Using both (computer) mouse tracking and a time-varying drift diffusion model (tDDM), we find that                
selfish participants process their own payoffs earlier than other’s payoffs, while the opposite is true for prosocial                 
participants. The mouse-trajectory-derived relative onset times (ROTs) for one’s own versus other’s payoffs in              
the time-free, time-pressure and time-delay conditions correlate with participants’ pro-sociality in the time-free             
condition. ROTs estimated with a tDDM are highly correlated with the mouse-trajectory-derived ROTs across all               
participants. Replicating Chen and Krajbich (2018), we find that time pressure amplified their preferences, while               
time delay attenuated their preferences. These effects of time pressure and delay were best explained by the                 
starting point bias parameter of the tDDM, and were unrelated to the ROTs or the relative contribution of self                   
and other payoff magnitudes to the drift rate. Thus, time pressure and delay manipulations seem to specifically                 
exacerbate pre-existing biases, rather than significantly altering dynamic evidence accumulation processes           
toward selfish or prosocial outcomes.  

 

Session 3, Thursday, 1st of October, 2:55 pm UTC 

Observability Affects Attention and Choice in Experimental Social Allocation Decisions 
Stephanie Wang (with Colin F. Camerer) 
University of Pittsburgh 



 

This paper is the first to directly implement observability of visual attention, by an interested observer, as                 
another subject makes choices that affect the observer’s payoff. The key experimental condition is the Social                
Image (SI) treatment: Screen-sharing is used to show the observer what payoffs the decision maker is looking at                  
in real time. In this SI condition, the decision makers are clearly less selfish and also look more often at the                     
payoffs of those who are watching them. This pattern goes in the opposite direction of deniability, which implies                  
looking less often to assuage guilt (and then choosing at least as if not more selfishly in than the baseline                    
condition). Other studies have found such effects (e.g., Dana et al., 2007) without the stronger treatment of                 
knowing that observers are seeing what the decision makers look at. The results also go against a “lip service”                   
hypothesis, because SI subjects do look more often at the payoff of the affected observers, but also choose less                   
selfishly in general. The hypothesis that best explains the main results is that exogenous social observation                
affects both visual attention and choice. The mediation analysis suggests that much of the effect just comes from                  
being observed, but part of the effect (15% or so) comes from observation changing visual attention, which                 
changes choice. 

 

Session 3, Thursday, 1st of October, 3:20 pm UTC 

Using attention to exploit motivational biases in service of efficient action selection 
Johannes Algermissen (with Hanneke E. M. den Ouden) 
Donders Institute, Radboud University, Nijmegen 

Human behavior is shaped by motivational biases: reward prospect drives us to invigorate action, while threat of                 
punishment drives us to hold back. These biases might explain why humans are tempted by reward-related cues                 
signaling the chance to gain food, drugs, or money, which elicit automatic approach behavior. Conversely, the                
fact that punishment-related cues suppress action and lead to paralysis might lie at the core of mental health                  
problems such as phobias and anxiety, and perhaps more generally societal inactivity in face of global challenges                 
such as climate change. Previous research has focused primarily on the maladaptive effects of such biases and                 
on our failure to control them. In contrast, in this project, we investigated whether we can use these biases in an                     
adaptive way by seeking out reward-related cues when we have to act quickly, and punishment-related cues                
when we need to be patient. An initial online experiment indeed showed that cuing participants’ attention to                 
positive (negative) outcomes presented simultaneously lead to more responding (holding back). In an ongoing              
follow-up experiment, we measured eye-gaze to test a) whether humans choose to direct their attention towards                
positive (negative) outcomes when required to respond (hold back), b) whether such an attentional strategy               
improves performance, and c) whether humans can learn to recruit these biases. 

 

  



 

Thursday, 1st of October 

Session 4 

Session 4, Thursday, 1st of October, 5:05 pm UTC 

The repulsion effect in preferential choice 
Mikhail Spektor (with David Kellen, & Karl Christoph Klauer) 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

People rely on the choice context to guide their decisions, violating fundamental principles of rational choice                
theory and exhibiting phenomena called context effects. Recent research has uncovered that dominance             
relationships can both increase or decrease the choice share of the dominating option, marking the two ends of an                   
attraction–repulsion continuum. However, theoretical accounts and empirical links between the two opposing            
effects are missing. The present study (N = 55) used eye tracking and a within-subject design of a perceptual task                    
and its preferential counterpart to bridge this gap and uncover the information-search processes underlying              
choices. We observed a repulsion effect that became weaker the more individuals engaged in attribute-wise               
comparison processes. We found no evidence for qualitative nor substantial quantitative differences in the              
eye-movement patterns between the domains, which suggests that individuals tackle both kinds of decisions in a                
similar way. Additional model analyses show that the multi-attribute linear-ballistic accumulator model, which is              
typically used to characterize context effects in the type of tasks discussed here, cannot successfully describe the                 
choices—both in terms of their relative frequency and associated latencies—that underlie the observed repulsion              
effects. Our study highlights how repulsion effects can occur even in preferential choices when people have to                 
rely on perceptual information. 

 

Session 4, Thursday, 1st of October, 5:30 pm UTC 

Deliberation and Not Just Attention Seem to Moderate Default Effects in IoT Privacy Decisions 
Qizhang Sun (with Martijn C. Willemsen, & Bart P. Knijnenburg) 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

Defaults can assist users to make privacy decisions among sharing settings for household Internet of Things                
(IoT). However, with the assistance of defaults, decision-makers might not process information thoroughly,             
resulting in decisions that do not reflect underlying sharing preferences well. Our study aims to investigate if                 
deliberation moderates the default effect on IoT privacy decisions. We studied information processing by asking               
participants to read 12 risk and benefits aspects regarding sharing in household IoT, tracking their eye-fixations                
using Tobii-4c eye-trackers connected to a browser application running an eye-tracking modification of             
MouselabWEB 2.0. The deliberation group not only read the aspects but was also asked to rate the importance.                  
Afterwards, participants made 15 sharing decisions on a household IoT mock-up panel. They were given either                
an all-on default or a smart default (local sharing on, rest off). Participants were more likely to share information                   
with an all-on default than with a smart default. The deliberation group showed somewhat smaller defaults.                
Taking into account amount of information processing using the eye-fixations, participants more engaged in              
reading in the deliberation condition showed no default effect, where those less active still showed the default                 
effect. Defaults effects were equally strong for more or less engaged readers in control, suggesting it is not just                   
attention but active deliberation that reduces default effects. 

 

Session 4, Thursday, 1st of October, 6:00 pm UTC 

Beyond risky – The cognitive and affective processes of tax evasion (Design talk) 
Jerome Olsen (with Susann Fiedler, & Christoph Kogler) 
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods 



 

Standard economic theory describes evading taxes as a risky decision in which benefits and probabilities of                
detection are weighted against each other (Becker, 1968). Competing models and empirical evidence point to               
more complex mechanisms integrating social norm considerations triggered within the normatively loaded            
decision context of tax evasion. In an eye-tracking study we plan to investigate the systematic differences in                 
choice behavior between gamble and tax decisions as well as their interplay with prior preferences and attitudes                 
shown in a previous online study (N = 187). The study results presented evidence showing that individuals less                  
often chose a risky option when facing a tax than a gamble decision, with a subset of individuals always                   
choosing the sure option for taxes, irrespective of the monetary attractiveness of the risky (evasion) option.                
Following up on this insensitivity to expected value, we propose an eye-tracking experiment to directly compare                
the decision making processes of tax decisions with monetarily equivalent gamble decisions. We expect              
differences in choices and cognitive processes as a function of the decision situation itself (tax vs. gamble) as                  
well as of interindividual differences in terms of risk preferences and personal tendencies to follow norms.                
Within the talk we will discuss our design choices, methodological set-up, as well as the hypotheses we plan to                   
investigate to collect feedback before the start of the experiment. 

 

Session 4, Thursday, 1st of October, 6:25 pm UTC 

Why Having Mixed Feelings Slows Responding: A Diffusion Model Perspective on Ambivalence 
Processing 
André Mattes (with Iris K. Schneider) 
University of Cologne 

When we have both positive and negative evaluations of an attitude object, we speak of attitudinal ambivalence.                 
A common finding is that people take longer to evaluate an ambivalent stimulus as positive or negative than a                   
univalent stimulus. These differences are often interpreted as pointing towards the need to integrate positive and                
negative aspects of the ambivalent stimulus. In other words, in the evaluation process of ambivalent stimuli, the                 
accumulation of information towards the evaluation result (is the stimulus positive or negative?) is slowed down.                
However, slower responses could also be a result of a higher decision threshold for ambivalent stimuli, i.e.                 
people accumulate more evidence before making a decision on ambivalent stimuli in the evaluation process. We                
disentangle these two explanations for increased response times (RTs) to ambivalent stimuli by making use of                
the diffusion model (Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008), a computational model that yields two parameters that relate to                 
the explanations described above. Our results support both explanations. For ambivalent stimuli, the evidence              
accumulation process was slowed down compared to univalent stimuli. Furthermore, more evidence was             
accumulated before a decision was made and non-decisional processes (stimulus-encoding, motor response)            
were faster for ambivalent stimuli. These findings highlight the complexity of cognitive processes of attitudinal               
ambivalence and warn against a monocausal interpretation of RT data. 

 

  



 

Lightning Talks 

Thursday, 15th of October, 2:00 pm UTC 

Does Eye Tracking Have an Effect on Economic Behavior? 
Jennifer Kee (with Melinda Knuth, Joanna Lahey, and Marco A. Palma) 
Texas A&M University 

Eye tracking is becoming an increasingly popular tool for understanding the underlying behavior driving              
economic decisions. However, an important unanswered methodological question is whether the use of an              
eye-tracking device itself induces changes in the behavior of experiment participants. We study this question               
using eight of the most popular games in experimental economics. We implement a simple design where                
participants are randomly assigned to either a control or an eye-tracking treatment condition. In six of the eight                  
games, social desirability bias due to eye-tracking did not skew the behavior of participants. Two games required                 
controlling the number of eye-tracking calibration attempts to find an insignificant effect due to the number of                 
calibration attempts required by those participants. Being aware of the number of calibrations attempts is key.                
Our results indicate that experiments may incorporate eye-tracking equipment without inducing changes in the              
economic behavior of participants. 

 

Thursday, 29th of October, 2:00 pm UTC 

When Does Attraction Effect Occur?: A Case for Value Construction in Attraction Effect 
Sanghyeok Park  
Columbia Business School 

The attraction effect occurs when an asymmetrically dominated option (decoy) enters a binary choice set, the                
option that ü the decoy (target) is chosen significantly more often (Huber, Payne, & Puto; 1982). Though there is                   
much evidence in favor of the effect, recent failed replications question its robustness. In this paper, we show                  
that attention can bridge this apparent discrepancy with three studies using process-tracing (i.e. mouseLabWEB).              
Specifically, we argue that attraction effect occurs due to the distortion of current leader where when one option                  
becomes the current leader (Russo et al., 2006) it leads to a distorted search process favoring that leader (value                   
construction; Willemsen et al., 2011). In study 1 we manipulate order, in study 2 we manipulate timing of                  
presentation, and in study 3 we delay transitions between-options, within-attributes as ways to distort the leader.                
In all studies, we find that conditions that favor transition between target and decoy lead to stronger attraction                  
effect compared to those that disfavor transition between target and decoy. Based on these results, we identify                 
conditions when attraction effect will or will not occur, suggesting a solution to the puzzle of failed replication.                  
We discuss the implications of this result for understanding context effects in choice. 

 

Thursday, 12th of November, 2:00 pm UTC 

Heuristics and auditory stimuli affect visual information processing in financial decisions 
Lucrezia Fattobene (with Maria Gabriella Ceravolo, Vincenzo Farina, Lucia Leonelli, GianMario Raggetti) 
LUM Jean Monnet University 

Before opening a bank account, clients must read and sign the Payment Account Fees Information Document                
(FID), which details product costs and services. In this eye-tracking study, 70 subjects observed 24 couples of                 
FIDs and had to declare which one, for each couple, was more attractive. FID couples were matched so that, in                    
half of them, the Annual Fee of the advantageous FID was disadvantageous (i.e. higher than that of the more                   
expensive FID) (dissonant condition). Overall, subjects failed to recognize advantageous products in 20% of the               
cases when the information was dissonant, compared to 10% when it was consonant, revealing an anchoring bias                 
towards the Annual Fee. Congruently, the section related to Liquidity (displaying the Annual Fee) grabbed the                
highest attention; moreover, higher Fixation Time (FT) and more revisits to the AOI Liquidity were detected                
when subjects answered incorrectly. When exposed to auditory stimuli such as music or buzz, higher FT were                 



 

observed compared with silence, even if this behaviour did not lead to a significant increase in incorrect choices.                  
Financial literacy also modulated attention, as subjects with the lower scores showed a stronger anchoring to                
Liquidity. This study confirms the use of heuristics in the visual scan of mandatory disclosure documents.                
Findings are relevant for regulators and bank managers responsible for documents crafting and for disciplining               
the environmental conditions in which consumers read and sign contracts. 

 


